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The Andro collection by Natasha Baradaran nods to Italian modernism and
the Space Age fashions of Pierre Cardin, with a stance as progressive as it is
stylish. “It’s meant to break down the traditional gender roles of materiality and
form with an enlightened Milanese flair,” says Baradaran, whose work rejects
assumptions that feminine equals fragile. The Liv coffee table is available in an

Laura Kirar’s Elegante bar cabinet for Baker is part of a collection

array of metal, colored parchment, stained and even upholstered finishes—the

that evokes the Mayan Deco style found throughout Mexico City,

better to rest your feet upon, she explains. natashabaradaran.com

with classic Bauhaus forms imbued with Mesoamerican geometry
and, of course, Kirar’s signature eye for exceptional materials. “I
imagined a simple modernist design translated into a more elegant
form with the use of richer materials,” Kirar says. In this case, a fossil
stone slab (polished a sleek black) tops the tubular brass body.
bakerfurniture.com

While a dearth of interesting entry grates inspired Annie Kantor

“You can’t get this look with paint,” says Ryan Saghian,

to create her line of decorative and functional metal grillwork,

whose new designs for Bijou Coverings bring luxe

her latest collection reaches all the way back the Wiener

materiality—cork, silk, grasscloth—to his refined take on

Werkstätte, which inspired geometric patterns like Bildmarke.

monochromatic palettes. Bronson, inspired by a mother-

Drawing from her experience as a textile designer, Kantor

of-pearl fabric spotted at a Monaco boutique, and

creates repeating designs that scale to up to 5 by 10 feet,

Gramercy, which incorporates gold foil, add a touch

in materials from aluminum to bronze. “My goal is to make

of opulence anywhere, from dining rooms to stairwells

the custom process easy and approachable,” the Oakland

to ceilings. The collection “reminds you of a glamorous

designer says. ajkdesignstudio.com

time,” the designer says, “like you’re a starlet or Steve
McQueen driving your 1950s Porsche.” ryansaghian.com,
bijoucoverings.com —Heather Corcoran
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